Gospel of John: 2:1-25
Written and Compiled by Theresa Lisiecki

The first part of today’s study is really an extension or continuation of last weeks study. In verse one of
chapter two we read on the third day. This piece of information is best understood in terms of the
prior four days.
Scripture
Day 1: 9:19-28
Day 2: 1:29-34
Day 3: 1:35-42
Day 4: 1:43-51
Three Days Later

Action
Confrontation of John the Baptist by priests &
Levites (Contrast between truth & hypocrisy)
Baptism of Jesus (Jesus public ministry)
Andrew & John meet Jesus, Andrew brings Peter
Philip brings Nathanael to Jesus (call to follow )
Jesus’ first Miracle, Jesus reveals his true nature as
the Son of God (Jesus revealed – Behold the Lamb
of God)

Day of the Week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
SUNDAY

Do you see St. John’s method to his writing? Did these events happen just in this way? That is not the
point. St. John, as well as the other gospel writers are offering MYSTERY in their gospels, not
necessarily history. They are inviting us to faith. They want us to see Jesus, to see the truth and then
be invited into a relationship with him. We all begin a relationship on the surface and when we simply
read the bible, the gospel for the story we remain on the surface. But this is why studying scripture
throughout our lives is so important. Just as relationships go deeper and deeper so is our faith meant
to do, our understanding of God, Jesus, the mystery of faith and life… these can come as a result of our
peeling back another layer of understanding in our studies. St. John sets up this introduction of his
gospel by showing us the process of revelation to seeing Jesus as Lord and savior. First we must
remove our false perceptions and understandings, our false gods. Then we must look for, be open to
the truth, and when we are Jesus is revealed as God, as our savior and Lord, as the way. As we study
this miracle keep in mind the words of St. John which come from the lips of John the Baptist as the
priest is elevating the host just before communion: Behold, the Lamb
of God.
The Wedding Feast at Cana 2:1-12
2:1 On the third day: Besides the observation given above there are
several ways scholars offer to interpret this short statement: on the
third day.
1. Jesus rose from the death on the third day
2. Exodus 19: After bringing the Israelites to Mount Sinai and
establishing a covenantal relationship, God instructions them
to prepare for His appearance on the third day
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3. In light of the seven days, one scholar sees a parallel between these beginning stories and the
stories of creation in Genesis. Adam and Eve, the first bride and bridegroom fell from grace
(fell into sin). Jesus now comes as the new bridegroom with the Church as His bride.
They come because there was a wedding. Please see the HANDOUT on First Century Jewish Wedding
Practices for a fuller understanding of this story. From Old Testament to today’s theology of the
Sacrament of Matrimony, the covenantal relationship found within marriage is used by prophets
(Isaiah 62:5) and modern theologians to understand the relationship
God/Jesus have with the Church and you and I. To better
understand the significance of this moment we must take into
consideration all of this. This wedding is taking place in Cana in
Galilee. We hear next of one of the guests: the mother of Jesus was
there. St. John has a unique understanding of the significance of
Mary and presents her in his gospel in a unique way.
 First, Mary only appears twice in the Gospel of St. John. It is
most probable that Mary traveled with Jesus and the disciples
throughout most of his ministry but St. John writes her into
the story only two times: here at the beginning of the tell and at the end, at the foot of the
cross. Both point to spiritual truths.
 Second, St. John never uses her proper name. Both places she is the mother of Jesus and later
in each story Jesus refer to her as Woman. St. John leaves her nameless because on a deeper
level Mary comes to represent here, at the Wedding Feast of Cana, the faithful, obedient
people of God. More specifically the faithful, obedient Israelites of the Old Testament. The
ones who lived out the promise made to God at Mount Sinai in the creating of the covenant
relationship when the promise was made by the people, “We will do everything that the Lord
has asked us to do.” (Exodus 19:8; 24:3-7) When Mary says to the steward later in the story,
“Do whatever he tells you” (2:5) She becomes the model, the embodiment of those, past and
present, who remained obedient to God.
2:2 Jesus and his disciples: We don’t know, historically why was invited. Mary’s commanding the
stewards taking on authority within the function suggest that she may have been close to one or both
sides of the wedding party. Maybe she was an aunt and Jesus a cousin. What scripture does tell us is
that He and his disciples did not just crash the party but, along with Mary were also invited to the
wedding.
2:3-4 When the wine ran short: As a recent mother of the bride for a six hour plus reception,
managing the bar was no picnic, but to have to have food and wine for seven days…YIKES!!! Can you
imagine the embarrassment for the host when in the course of the celebration there is nothing more
to offer the guests. Mary becomes aware and the mother of Jesus brings it to His attention. The fact
that They have no wine speaks to a deeper spiritual reality. One scholar offers the idea that the lack of
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wine speaks to the spiritual emptiness of that present age or any age that does not know the truth of
Jesus. But to fully understand this image we must wait until we explore this story further.
Mary has brought this problem of the lack of wine to Jesus’ attention and He responds,
Woman, how does your concern affect me? Many people have found Jesus’ response to His mother
problematic thinking it disrespectful. And while the title “woman” was a typical male response to
addressing women in the first century, it was not a form that one used for one’s own mother. Scholars
suggest that Jesus is not trying to show disrespect but making an effort to distance himself from Mary
as his mother. Jesus is about to show himself as the Son of God with His first miracle. Rather than a
mother/son relationship Jesus has stepped into Christ/disciple relationship with Mary. Mary who was
the first and best disciple of Christ. Mary will soon utter the words of every true Christian in guiding
another, mentoring another in faith: Do whatever he tells you. She will in a matter of moments point
the way to her son, not as her son but as the Son of God, the Messiah. And, Mary, who in many ways
represents the Church for St. John defines in this moment what each Christian is expected to do, play
their role in salvation history.
The second part of Jesus’ response is to tell his mother: My hour has not yet come. ISome
scholars point to “the hour” as when Jesus is glorified and others interpret this to mean the hour Jesus’
public ministry was to begin. Some scholars translate this phrase from the original Aramaic as Has
not my hour already come. This gives us a completely different understanding of what Jesus said. The
first seems almost an objection and lack of desire to move too quickly towards His own death. The
second seems to agree with Mary that now is the appropriate time. In St. John’s gospel, “my hour”
points to the cross. In the context of this wedding we see empty wine jugs “filled” with the best wine.
Jesus hour has come as he comes to “fill” us all with the gift of salvation. Jesus is the best wine.
2:5 His mother said to the servers: Mary shows in this next action that she not only understands that
their roles have changed but that she accepts being Jesus’ disciple. As any good disciple would do, she
leads others to Jesus and then tells them to follow His lead, to Do whatever he tells you. Mary has
now become the perfect disciple. Also, in this moment we are given a window into the role Mary seeks
to play in all of our lives. She brings the host’s needs to Jesus and encourages the servants to be
obedient to him. Mary is the intermediary between her Son and the members of the household.
These two actions become who Mary is for all her children. She presents our needs to Jesus and she
encourages and instructs all the faithful in the ways of true discipleship, instructing us to follow and
obey Jesus.
2:6 Now there were six stone water jars: Remembering that this was a Jewish wedding having
special water available for ritual or Jewish ceremonial washing. For the first century orthodox Jew,
washing was not just a matter of cleaning off dirt, although it did provide that outcome. There are two
types of ceremonial washing. One is taking a special full body immersion in a mikvah. This is done for
a variety of reasons but not a daily occurrence. The other is the ceremonial washing of the hands
which is done with prayers and a special process and is done before eating, especially before eating
ceremonial food such as at a wedding feast. The purification rites practiced by the Jews of the first
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century were recorded and completed with a commentary which exists to this day. This book is
divided into six orders of which the last is direction and discussion of “purification”. In this section
there are 126 chapters containing no fewer than 1001 separate directions. In another section the
discussion of the purification of vessel contains approximately 30 chapters. The act of washing one’s
hands for purification is covered in four chapters. No wonder these jars were empty since all the
guests (which were certainly all Jewish) would wash their hands in preparation for the meal as they
came into the household. These were huge jars since each of them held twenty to thirty gallons.
2:7-8 Jesus told them: Now moving into His role as divine savior Jesus gives the servants two
directions. First, He says Fill the jars with water. It is in the next line that we know we are getting an
eye witness account because St. John tells us they filled them to the brim. If this story had been
handed down to him the small detail of the jars being filled to the brim would not have been included.
This part of the story in regard to the servants hints towards how a disciple responds to the direction of
Christ. Jesus tells them to do something and their carried out His word fully, without hesitation or
compromise, giving as much as they can. How many of us can say we would or do the same? Now
comes the second command. Jesus has them Draw some out directing them to take it to the
headwaiter. The servants do as they are told, but can you imagine the fear in their hearts as they hand
this glass of what they believe to be water to their master!?!
2:9 And then the headwaiter tasted: Jesus’ first miracle. The water had become wine! The servants
in their obedience put themselves potentially in the face of at least humiliation. They had no idea what
Jesus would do. They assumed they were serving the headwaiter a goblet of water since it was they
that had drawn the water. Should they worry? The headwaiter’s immediate response was to call the
bridegroom.
2:10 and said to him: Let me explain something about first century celebrations. The party goes on
for seven days. That is a lot of wine to supply your guests with drink. The head waiter makes a
statement that informs us as to what first century hosts would do. Everyone serves good wine first.
When people are sober and taste buds are fresh you put the good stuff on the table. Later in the
celebration, when people have drunk freely and most probably inebriated then an inferior wine comes
out. The guests won’t know the difference because their taste buds are dull and some will be drunk.
This is why the headwaiter has approached the bridegroom. He has tasted this last batch of wine and
it is best wine until now. Our concern here is less about Jewish wedding practices and all about
glimpsing into the spiritual meaning of this event. Think of this wedding feast as human history. The
bride is all of humanity, you and I. The groom is God. From Abraham, through Moses and King David
God has invited the Israelites and through the Israelites all people into a covenant relationship. But the
Old Testament is the telling of story after story of the children of God turning their back on this
covenant. So, God sent prophet after prophet (the inferior wine) to call the people back and at times
they did obey. Now, Jesus, the Son of God (the best wine) has come to fill the hearts and minds of all
exceeding everyone’s expectations.
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2:11 Jesus did that at the beginning of His signs in Cana: Jesus is beginning his public ministry and as
he reveals his divinity, the truth and signs (miracles) that will occur reveal his glory. Living within the
presence of Jesus, learning from him and watching as Jesus performed His miracles (signs), Jesus’
disciples began to believe in him. But in their humanity the disciples had to grow in their belief and
understanding of who Jesus was. I was not until after Jesus’ death and resurrection that maturity
came, and then it wasn’t until Pentecost and the gift of the Holy Spirit that they had the courage to act.
2:12 After this: Our story ends with movement away from the wedding feast. Notice that as our story
began the order of introduction was first Mary then Jesus (2:1). This experience has now reversed that
order: he (Jesus) and his mother is how the list is begun here in verse twelve. Jesus is now in the
leading role. Next in order is the identification of his brothers meaning Jesus’ brothers. The Catholic
Church teaches that Mary, was a virgin throughout her entire life. Since we don’t know the full story of
who Joseph was there are two favorite explanations to understand this idea of Jesus having brothers.
1. In Aramaic there is no word for cousins. For a variety of reasons, mostly survival, extended
family lived close to one another, often on the same compound. The children were raised in
support of all the adults. The siblings and cousins understood each other as brothers and
sisters.
2. Some scholars have suggested that Joseph was much older than Mary and likely a widower
with children. His desire for Mary was less as a wife and more as to have someone to help
raise his children from his first marriage. This would explain why Joseph disappears after the
Infancy narratives and these “brothers” as step brothers.
The group travels to Capernaum, which is northeast of Cana, right on the northern shore of the sea of
Galilee.
First Trip to Jerusalem 2:13-25
While there are many differences between the Gospel of John and the Synoptic Gospels (Matthew,
Mark and Luke), one of the most obvious is in the number of times Jesus visits Jerusalem. They
Synoptics only include one visit (although Luke does include the visit to the Temple when Jesus was
coming of “age” Luke 2:41-52) and that is Passover at the end of Jesus’ mission and in that visit Jesus
loses his life. In the Gospel of John we will study four visits to Jerusalem: two during a Passover (John
2.13, 12.12), one during an unnamed festival (John 5.1) and one at Hanukkah (John 10.22). This
rendition makes more sense to the true history than the synoptics because every Jewish male of age
(after bar mitzvah) was commanded by faith, unless unable by health, to make at least one visit to the
Temple each year of his adult life. Most tried to go three times a year: Passover, Pentecost (both in
the spring) and Yom Kippur (fall).
We will also notice that there is a difference between the story of the synoptic gospel’s
cleansing of the Temple and St. John’s. Primary difference is the placement of the stories. The
synoptics have the cleansing at the end and St. John in the beginning. As just discussed it is most
probably that Jesus made several trips to Jerusalem, scholars offer that it is likely that Jesus cleansed
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the Temple more than once. At the very least Jesus acted on behalf of His father in chasing the money
changers out at the beginning of His public ministry and at the end.
2:13 Since the Passover of Jews was near: As said in the introductory comments, it was customary of
every adult Jew, especially males, to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem at key festival moments.
Passover was at the top of that list. What is the festival of Passover? Happening each spring it was and
still is the season of remembering when God heard their prayers and sent one (Moses) to liberate them
from the slavery of the Egyptians. Passover is an eight day festival that ends with a special meal that
includes fours glasses of wine and unleavened bread. As we study the Last Supper we will take time to
understand further this important Jewish festival. For more information go to What is Passover? on
Youtube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNPNZTNZJbE
2:13 He found in the temple area: The Temple was the center of Jewish life. While there were
Synagogues in cities that had larger Jewish population they were basically considered Community
Centers. For the Orthodox Jew, God dwelt only in one place the Temple and there was only one
Temple, in Jerusalem. The Temple was God’s house, the place where He made Himself known,
instructed the people, and received their worship. One of the main happenings in the Temple as part
of the worship of God was the sacrificing of animals. It had become common practice to sell the
animals to be sacrificed on in the Temple area, in and throughout the court of the Gentiles. There they
sold oxen, sheep and doves, depending on the need of the worshiper. Also in this area were the
money-changers. You see, at some point well before Jesus the Temple leadership deemed it
inappropriate to buy animal sacrifices with common Roman coins since it held the image of the Roman
emperor on it. Exodus 20:4 forbids foreign idols and since Caesar proclaimed himself god accepting
Roman coin defiled the sacrifice. The only money those selling the animals for sacrifice in the Temple
was with Temple money. So, much in the same way we exchange currency when we go to another
country, those visiting the Temple and seeking to offer sacrifice must first exchange their Roman coin
for Temple currency. Also, everyone Jew entering the Temple was expected to pay and tax and that
tax could only be paid with Temple currency. What makes all this worse is that the animals being sold
were owned by the Temple therefore making a handsome profit. And it cost money to exchange
Roman coins for Temple money and who received that money? The Temple. At Festival seasons
hundreds of thousands of people would travel to Jerusalem swelling the city as well as filling the
pockets of the Temple leadership.
2:15 He made a whip out of cords: Jesus drove out these money changers and animal sellers out of
the Temple. As we reflect on this moment we need to understand that Jesus was angry. Angry enough
that he spilled the coins and overturned their tables.
2:16 And to those who sold doves: Jesus gets in their faces saying stop making my Father’s house a
marketplace. Only in the Gospel of John do we have Jesus calling what is happening a “marketplace”.
In that he is recognizing the commerce that is going on in the moment. Both is Luke (19:46) and
Matthew (21:13) we hear Jesus paraphrasing Isaiah (56:7) and Jeremiah (7:11) as He says: My house
should be a house of prayer; but, you have made it a den of thieves. By disrupting the sacrificial
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system, Jesus symbolically is announcing that there is going to be a change in the worship of God. Just
as Jesus changed the water to wine, through his teaching and then death and resurrection our worship
moves will move from the old covenant to a new covenant worship.
2:17 His disciples recalled the words: This is a slightly changed version of Psalm 69:10. St. John has
changed the present tense of consumes me to the future tense will consume me. Scholars believe
that, once again, St. John is pointing toward Jesus’ future mission and ministry. Worship of God, the
intimacy that we can have with God in prayer is at the core of Jesus’ teaching as well as one of the
foundational reasons He goes to the cross. Jesus’ cross creates the bridge that binds us to God.
Why does St. John place this incident at the beginning of his gospel when the others place it at
the end of theirs? By positioning this event in the life of Christ at the beginning of the narrative, St.
John is asking us to look through this lens in reading and studying his Gospel. And what is that lens?
First he is identifying the source of Jesus’ authority and mission – His relationship with God the Father.
Jesus makes a statement while chasing everyone and everything out. He calls the Temple my Father’s
house. Second lens is the lens of Jesus’ relationship with the Temple leadership. Not all will be against
Jesus but the majority will be looking for a way to destroy Jesus.
2:18 At this the Jews: Remember, when St. John identifies “the Jews” he is speaking specifically
about those who would see Jesus destroyed. There were good, holy Jewish men and women who
recognized Jesus as the Messiah. Case in point: The Apostles. These hateful men though, challenge
Jesus by asking why would he do such as thing? What sign can you show us for doing this? Not that
they really expected Jesus to make any sense, but what these officials were asking is something that
would let them know that Jesus was a prophet sent by God. In that they still wouldn’t be happy but
they might let the moment go. The answer they got did not make them happy at all.
2:19 Jesus answered and said: Destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up. We will read
in the next verse the confusion by the Jews thinking Jesus was talking about the physical building, the
stones and mortar of the Temple. But, Jesus was not talking about the bricks. Jesus was talking about
His own resurrection. Some scholars suggest that St. John is making a parallel between this moment
and the prophesy of Jeremiah (7:1-15). Jeremiah threatened the destruction of the Temple if the
people of Judah did not repent of their sins and change their lives.
2:20 The Jews said: As to be expected, the Temple authorities misunderstood Jesus’ statement and,
in their confusion, once again make the point that what Jesus is claiming (rebuild the Temple in three
days) would be impossible. This temple has been under construction for forty-six years. The first
century Jewish history, Josephus confirms this stating that Herod the Great began the construction on
the Second Temple in 19 BC
Let us pause for a bit of history. There were two temples built. Solomon built the first Temple
around 1000 BC. This temple was built to be spectacular in beauty and riches. Unfortunately, it was
destroyed in 586 BC when the Babylon’s conquered Judah. When the refugees returned in 516,
seventy years later a simple, modest structure was built by the Jewish population returning home. It
was under the reign of Herod the Great that the Second Temple was completely renovated and
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overhauled into a large magnificent “palace” for all the world to see and admire. This Temple lasted
until 70 AD when, during the Jewish revolt, the Romans destroyed the city and the Temple. It is highly
unlikely that the Temple will every be rebuild. Today all that exists is the western wall which today is
called the wailing wall. An Islamic shrine, Dome of the Rock sits on the Temple mount.
2:21-22 But he was speaking: The Temple leadership was focus on the building. Jesus was speaking of the
temple of his body. Therefore, when he was raised from the dead-- Hindsight is always 20/20. We look back
over a moment in our history or a story we just heard or read and the bits and pieces that didn’t necessarily
make sense at the time now fall into place. St. John and the disciples, probably while processing Jesus death
and resurrection looked back over all of what they knew and remembered of Jesus, His actions and teachings
and remembered; not only this statement but all of it and they came to believe the scripture and the word
Jesus had spoken.
2:23-25 While he was in Jerusalem for the Passover: in these last three verses of chapter two, St. John gives a
summery statement of this first declared trip into Jerusalem. The good news is that many began to believe in
his name. For the eight days of Passover Jesus taught and performed signs, which is St. John’s way of saying
miracles. Sadly people don’t want to see the truth. They want to be bedazzled and amazed by the unexpected.
They want to be entertained. (Why do you think so many of our young people are flocking to the big box
churches. Much more entertaining that doing the work of trying to understand the Mass.) The bad news is that
Jesus, as the Son of God saw into the hearts of those gathered, he knew them all. Because of that Jesus would
not trust himself to them, meaning that as yet he did not reveal himself as the Messiah.

With that we end today’s study with a few questions to ponder:
1. Do you consider yourself a disciple of Christ? If so, do you do “all that he asks of you?”
2. Some spiritual writers offer the image of the cleansing of the Temple as what it needed in the
cleansing of our lives. If Jesus were to come into your life today, what distractions,
preoccupations and diversions would He chase away.
Catechism of the Catholic Church
Church as the Bride of Christ: 796
Jesus and the Temple: 583-586
Marriage: 1612-1617
Mary, Ever Virgin: 499-501

Mary, Our Mother: 967-970
Mary’s Prayer: 2617-2622
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